
        I am currently working in Jaerltrics
Global Solutions as a Website and Mobile
Application Developer.    
 
         I also venture out on local projects as
a Software Developer and was blessed to
collaborate with a local General
Merchandising Business to design their
Company’s Accounting System.  
 
        TDFI made me realize the importance
of education, the essence of being
stewards of God’s creation. As a TDFI
scholar, I am delighted to take part in
Coastal Clean-ups, as well as trainings on
basic entrepreneurial knowledge and the
like. 
 
      I am eternally grateful to TDFI, for
extending their blessings, for making every
child’s dream, a reality.  
      
       Three years from now, I can see myself
starting up my own small off sourcing IT
company, that would cater local and
International clients.  
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The Trinity Project:
             The Trinity Project is a  3-fold approach
to rebuilding a coastal ecosystem, that will be
carried out along 4km of Tagum City’s coastline,
Davao Del Norte. This will consist of planting 20
hectares of Mangrove forest, planting and
growing approximately 80 hectares of Seagrass
meadow and creating a fringing artificial coral
reef environment that will cover an area of almost
30,000 sq. meters. The total area rehabilitated
will be around 120 hectares of Intertidal and Sub-
tidal zones, which will extend from the High Tide
Mark to a maximum depth of 5m.

Protecting & Sustaining life, right at the 
heart of Davao gulf

Site of The Trinity Project, in relation to the Davao Gulf

Trinity Project Site 1

        The initial boundaries will reach
from the Southern side of the Madaum
River mouth down to the Northern side of
the Libuganon River mouth. After this
rehabilitated zone has reached a certain
level of health and stability, the Trinity
Project will then extend to other areas
along the Davao Gulf coastline that can
benefit from rehabilitation.  
        New methods of aquaculture will be
implemented which will not only be
harmless to the environment but will
actually enhance the area. 
        These will yield a far higher income
than traditional fishing and fish-farming 

1#   AMHIJO
I N N O V A T E .  C R E A T E .  E M P O W E R .

      Poverty was a real challenge for me. When
my parents decided to go separate ways, I, along
with my 7 other siblings, struggled financially. I
was in a miserable situation, but giving up was
never an option. Instead, it made me more
optimistic towards pursuing my dreams.  
 
       I carried on, and worked for a mall in Tagum
City to earn and support my studies. After a year
of being a self-supporting student, my teacher in
Tuason Memorial High School encouraged me to
apply for the Tuason Development Foundation
Inc. (TDFI) scholarship, and fortunately, I was
granted generous support from the foundation, all
throughout my tertiary education.  
 
      Shorty after I graduated, I was blessed with a
position in a Government Office. At an entry level,
I worked as an Audit Analyst 1, for Commission
on Audit, Davao del Norte. It was beyond my
imagination. From then on, I begun to believe that
what’s meant to happen will happen.  
 
       Today, I am financially capable to support my
family, and as my way of paying it forward, I take
part in missionary works for our church, and
actively participate in activities that advocate
change in the lives of the less fortunate children,
molding them towards a brighter future.  

methods and provide a food source in
the form naturally fed fish, crustaceans
and algae, with no need to build a pond
or destroy mangrove habitats. The
entire process will be to wean the local
fishing communities from unsustainable
fishing practices whilst giving them a
much better livelihood, requiring less
labor but a higher, and most importantly,
stable income.-H.D. Morris 

Mariel Saladaga ,Madaum, Tagum City USEP BEED- Early
Childhood Education

       In the recent Licensure Examination for
Teachers (LET) – Early Childhood Education
level, Mariel ranked Top 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
          This is Mariel’s shout out the moment she
knew she capped her greatest goal.  She
thanked TDFI over and over again for this
wonderful life-experience, worthy to share with
the children, and to the whole world.     

All things are
possible, if
you believe.
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"Hijo nurtures nature
today to benefit the

generations of tomorrow."


